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The deepest romantic feeling this time is neither 
hidden nor repressed, nor hidden somewhere 
inside, but stars in the total surface in this latest 
collection "White Romance" by BOHEME DESIGN.

With this collection of six exclusive pieces the 
feelings are in full bloom, and you can see that 
something as deep as a romance there is in them 
thanks to the artisanal manufacturing process used 
to produce them through the work of traditional pure 
materials such as lost wax and glass.
 
Sensitivity, life and purity is what inspires us this set 
of pieces that represent the roughness of the most 
vivid, true and luminous feelings through the texture 
in bright lost wax and pure glass.

Sensitivity, life and purity



Handcrafted and custom-made glass tears for each piece make this a unique 
and exclusive set of pieces.  Bright, white and transparent that represents the 
purity of feelings that come out through the wrinkled paper skin and glass 
tears that represent the most vivid feelings of a romance that is lived without 
butt to flower of skin.

Tears of glass
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These pieces let natural light pass through glass, trap heat in the golden 
texture and therefore make these sensitive pieces, warm and pure.Like a 
healthy love.

The pieces represent a white, beautiful, luminous romance, like a love that 
can be enjoyed in daylight. The sensitivity of true feelings.

With nothing to hide and with the right to live a new romance in the light of 
day, these pieces transport us to what would be to live a "White Romance", a 
pure and healthy love through which light can pass and whose feelings can 
surface and show the most sincere golden roughness.

Feeling sensitivity
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ROUND TABLE
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TECHNNICAL INFO

White Romance



ROUND LAMP

Measures
lenght (a): 60 cm | 24 inches 
width (b):  60 cm | 24 inches
height (c): 85 cm | 34 inches

Glasses (24 u.)
height short glasses (d): 30 cm | 12 inches
height large glasses (e): 50 cm | 20 inches

Lighting:
LED strip
14 w/m
1320 Lm/m
3000 º

OGIVAL LAMP

Measures
lenght (a): 80 cm | 31 inches 
width (b):  22 cm | 9 inches
height (c): 85 cm | 34 inches

Glasses (54 u.)
height short glasses (d): 30 cm | 12 inches
height large glasses (e): 50 cm | 20 inches

Lighting:
LED strip
14 w/m
1320 Lm/m
3000 º

TABLE LAMP

Measures
lenght (a): 23 cm | 9 inches 
width (b):  23 cm | 9 inches
height (c): 70 cm | 27 inches

Glasses (24 u.)
height short glasses (d): 30 cm | 12 inches
height large glasses (e): 50 cm | 20 inches 

Lighting:
LED strip
14 w/m
1320 Lm/m
3000 º
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WALL LAMP

Measures
lenght (a): 40 cm | 16 inches 
width (b):  22 cm | 9 inches
height (c): 85 cm | 34 inches

Glasses (18 u.)
height short glasses (d): 30 cm | 12 inches
height large glasses (e): 50 cm | 20 inches

Lighting:
LED strip
14 w/m
1320 Lm/m
3000 º

TABLE

Measures
lenght (a): 81 cm | 32 inches 
width (b):  81 cm | 32 inches
height (c): 47 cm | 19 inches

Lighting:
LED strip
14 w/m
1320 Lm/m
3000 º
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MIRROR

Measures
lenght (a): 120 cm | 47 inches 
width (b):  10 cm | 4 inches
height (c): 90 cm | 35 inches
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FLOOR LAMP

Measures
lenght (a): 36 cm | 14 inches 
width (b):  36 cm | 14 inches
height (c): 170 cm | 67 inches

Glasses (38 u.)
height short glasses (d): 130 cm | 51 inches
height large glasses (e): 150 cm | 59 inches 

Lighting:
LED strip
14 w/m
1320 Lm/m
3000 º
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c/ Fusters, 8   POL. IND. III   46120   
Alboraya   Valencia   Spain   

T. +34 961 851 610
info@bohemedesign.com
www.bohemedesign.com 


